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~TPHIOPIA

COUNTRY DATA

A. Area

1,221,900 sq.km.

Population

29.5 mn (1978) Ethiopian Birr

US$1 = Birr 2.054

Official language

Amhari c

B. Basic 7!aJional Accoun_ t_ s_Fi/zures (1975/76 ) 

(a) GISP (Current market prices)
(b) GDP (Current factor cost)
(c) Per capita GDP
(d) Percentage distribution of GDP by sector :

Agriculture
Manufacturing (incl. handicrafts)
Building and construction
Transport and communications

Services

6,001.3 million birr
5,530.0 million birr

187.5 birr

z974/75 27AU6_
48.3 48.4

9.1 8.9
5.4 4.9
6.5 6.6

30.7 31.2
100.0 i00.0

I) 7o
1977
1978

1976 1977 1978
Br ~ ~r :,~ Br %.... - ........ i: ........ ’ .................- ........

- 68.7
-184.3
-233.2

Over-all

- 32.4
-133.8
-i79.5

1976 1977 1978
Br. ~ Br. ~ Br.

Capigal ~oods 218 30
Consu~.er ~oods 235 32
Intermediate 276 38

226 31 P 38 Coffee3ol 325 56 519
298 42 3~4 36 Oilseeds 31 5 18
204 28 237 26 Hides, 55 i0 48

skins
Pulses 56 I0 h3
Others i14 19 61.................. . ....................

75 502 79
2 12 2
7 66 i0

6 17 2
i0 35 6

Total 729 728 942 Total 581 689 632

1976177

Expenditure 958.9 296.7

Revenue (domestic) 1,010.9

1977/78
Current Cagital

1,316.6 267.3 I

1,163.3
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ETHIOPIA COUNTRY PROCR~E 1980-1982

A. INTRODUCTION

i. The Second UNDP Country Programme for Ethiopia covers the period 1980-1982.
The programme has been prepared by the National Revolutionary Development Campaign
and Central Planning Supreme Council (NRDC and CPSC) in accordance with the
objectives of the Programme of the National Democratic Revolution (NDR) which provides
the~basis for all economic and social development activities in Ethiopia.

2. The First Country Programme for Ethiooia covered the period 1975-1979. The
programme originally foresawtotal allocations of $28.29 million principally devoted
to activities in agriculture ($8.65 million) and natural resources ($5.1 million).

3. In April/June 1978, the Planning Commission Office, forerunners of the NRDC
and CPSC, arranged a programme review in order to ascertain whether UNDP activities
were consistent with the goals and priorities of the Government during the second
IPF cycle 1977-1981. This review increased programmed funds from $23 million to
$38 million over the current resource cycle, with expenditures risin~ from a level of
$3.2 million in 1977 to almost ~9 million in 1979.

4. The Second Country Progrs~T.me covers a portion of two U!~Do resource cycles,
1977-1981 and 1982-1976. For the 1977-1981 cycle the I.PF for Ethionia is @42 million.
From this, .1,258,000 was deducted for overexpenditure in 197~-197o, leavinc ~40.742
million. This has been distributed annually from ~4 million in 1977 to ~12 million
in 1981. At the commencement of the programming exercise, $12.6 million was already
programmed for 1980, $7.6 million for 1981 and !’2.3,~ million for 1952. Pro<rmr.mable
resources available for 1982 should be one-fifth of the current IPF, or !~.h million.
In anticipation of an increased IPF for the 1982-198~ nro~r~mme cycle, ho’~ever, and
taking into account activities that will then be ongoing, a Drogrsr~e of over ~;ii

million is foreseen for 1982.

5. The overall as well as the sectoral targets of the National Revolutionary
Development Cs~paign are established on an annual basis. Accordinqly, Dendin~ the
issuance of a lon~-run national framework for economic and social develooment, UYDP
assistance has been programmed for a period of three years to ensure ~ts consonance
with the develogment priorities and targets of the country.

6. After a comprehensive assessment of externally-supported develooment

activities had been carried out, the ~DC and CPSC requested ministries and departments
involved to indicate priority needs for technical co-operation with UNDP and the
general financial implications thereof. The Council then organized a series of
hearings to consider sectoral priorities. Sectoral departments of the ~RDC and
CPSC~ technical ministries and agencies were invited to attend the consultations.
UNDP and other concerned organizations of the United Nations system also participated.
Following further study, the Planning Council made a selection of the requests that
it considered had highest priority and were consistent with the available resources.

7. The ~mDC and CPSC have taken the opportunity provided by the Country Pro~rmr~me
exercise to consider which activities of UNICEF, UNFPA and WHO should be considered
in the framework of the UNDP programme and which are to be carried out in
collaboration with these and other Agencies of the United Nations system.
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B. DEVELOPMENT PERSPECTIVES

(a) Recent econ0m_ic, s____ocial and ~olitical developments

8. The years 1975-1979, which also coincide with UNDP’s First Country Programme
for Ethiopia, was a period of historic significance in the direction, form and content
of Ethiopia’s economic, social, and political development. In September 1974, the
Ethiopian people, spearheaded by the Armed Forces, overthrew a corrupt and oppressive
feudal regime, which had subjected the country to decades of disease , poverty and
ignorance.

9. Insofar as the Provisional Military Administrative Council (PMAC) was not
prepared, from the very outset, to exchange one form of despotic political system
with another similar system, it was committed to introduce radical changes in order
to ensure:

- the elimination of exploitation;
- the expansion of production to meet the basic needs~
- a rational distribution of economic benefits~
- institutionalized participation of the broad masses

in the development process; and
- the eradication of poverty, illiteracy, hunger and disease.

I0. One of the first revolutionary measures taken by the PMAC was the nationalization
of the commanding heights of the economy, viz. large industries, banks and financial
institutions, rural and urban lands, etc. The Rural Lands Proclamation of March 4,
1975, marked a turning point in the history of land tenure in Ethiopia. The
proclamation provided a solution to the centuries-old problems of land tenure, such
as the eviction of tenants, crop sharing, labour exploitation, etc., which for long
arrested the country’s progress. To ensure the implementation of the proclamation,
some 60,000 high school and university students, together with members of the armed
forces, were mobilized and assigned to various regions both to reorient and to organize
the peasants into associations.

Ii. Another important measure pertains to the Proclamation of August 1975, which
brought urban lands and extra houses under Government ownership and control. This
Proclamation eliminated speculation in real estate and ended the exploitative
escalation of house rents. The Labour Proclamation of December 1975 restored to the
working class its legitimate democratic rights. It also ensured Job security for
workers and introduced significant improvements in working conditions.

12. In Aoril 1976 the National Democratic Revolutionary Programme (NDRP) was launched.
The objectives of the NDR Programme in the economic sphere are to:

- release the country’s productive forces from all
feudal and imperialistproduction relations~

- accelerate the economic development of the eom~try in
order to raise the standard of living of the broad masses~

- guide, and manage the process of building an independent
and strong national economy through central planning based
on socialist principles and experiences.

13. In the social sphere, the objectives of the NDR Programme comprise the following:
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- the provision, step-by-step, of free education to the broad masses:
- the eradication of illiteracy;
- the provision of adequate health services;
- the creation of gainful and productive employr~ent for the unemployed

(in this regard, the scope for the participation of women in
productive labour is to be effectively widened)~ and

- the provision of adequate care for orphans, abandoned children and
the disabled.

14. %%ile the above were some of the most important revolutionary successes during
the period under review, the years 1974-1978, in particular, also witnessed negative
developments. The counter-revolutionary actions Of the feudo-bourgeois classes were
both extensive and intensive resulting in damage and destruction to substantial parts
of the country’s material base. Insofar as the counter-revolution was both internal
and external, the magnitude of material destruction sustained by Ethiopia was i~ense,
whilst these resources could have been mobilized for socio-economic development. Thus
the fragile economic structure, inherited from the defunct regime, was further
weakened by four years of successive struggle and war.

15. Natural calamitiessuch as drought in some parts, floods in others, locust
plagues in yet other parts, further contributed to the deterioration of the economy.
Another very important factor placing strains on the economy was the problem of
transport. The disruption of the distribution system was so serious that it was
difficult to transport even emergency supplies of relief aid provided by both bilateral
and multilateral sources.

16. A consequence of these negative developments was the general price rise. Inflation
which was fuelled by hoarding, increased purchasing power of the peasants and
imported inflation, has continued to influence the standard of living of the broad
masses. In addition, it has impaired the general capacity of the country to raise
the level of capital accumulation for further investment.

17. Therefore, in addition to the unprecedented efforts the Government is making to
mobilize domestic resources through fiscal policy and through self-help schemes in
order to accelerate investment, it looks forward to receiving massive resource inflows
from multilateral and bilateral sources in order to implement the objectives which are
clearly spelled out in its socio-economic policy.

18. The conjunction of these complex and pressing problems, which cannot be solved in
a haphazard fashion, dictated the mounting of a co-ordinated and integrated economic
development campaign, marshalling all human, material and financial resources of the
nation under a unified command capable of ensuring the fullest participation of the
whole Ethiopian people. To accomplish this, the Provisional Military Government of
Socialist Ethiopia created in late 1978 a National ~evolutionary Development Campaign
and Central Planning Supreme Council (NRDC and CPSC) to work out in the first instance.
on a priority and emergency basis, solutions to major and critically outstanding
problems, and later to formulate development plans in accordance with the long-term
needs of the nation.
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19. Until the preparation of long- as well as medium-term plans or programme of action,
the NRDC and CPSC, immediately upon their establishment, worked out short-term
objectives of economic and social development and launched a one-year socio-economic
development programme. As indicated in the First Year Programme of the NRDC, the
short-term objectives of the economic and social development campaign are:

- elimination of food shortage;
- expansion of industrial production in order to meet an increasing

share of the growing domestic demand;
- augmentation and rational utilization of foreign exchange reserves:
- improving the internal marketing and distribution system and, in

particular, raising government participation in both external and
internal trade;

- promotion of agricultural and industrial exports, diversifying their
bases in order to raise the country’s import capacity of critical
raw materials andcapltal goods; and

- laying the foundation for a step-by-step removal of existing social
problems such as unemployment and under-employment.

20. These objectives have been partly fulfilled during the First Year Development
Campaign. Although the outcome of the Campaign was encouraging, and despite
considerable recovery of the economy in 1978/79, the outlined objectives are not
yet wholly fulfilled and the economy still manifests serious weaknesses. The economy
is still at a low level of growth and the productive forces have yet to develop. The
level of savings and investment is still very low. The growth of agricultural GDP
continues to be lower than the 2.5 per cent population growth, a clear manifestation
of the inability of the agricultural sector to feed the population and signalling the
existence of food shortages.

21. Efforts are being made to improve the domestic distribution through increased
participation of government agencies and mass organizations in the marketing system
and through greater control of the private trade sector. Furthermore, for an effective
price control of essentials, the share of government agencies and mass organizations,
coupled with increased output of these essentials, will be gradually increased.
Co-operativization of individual peasant farms and handicrafts as well as small-scale
industry will be further strengthened. Additionally the expansion of the state sector
in agriculture will be speeded up.

22. ~ much higher proportion of national income will be allocated to capital formation.
This implies that savings should grow at a higher rate than consmmrtion, and a real
growth of GDP of at least 7.4 per cent should be maintained for the coming five years.
To realize this, an annual investment of Birr 1,570 ~illion will be required in the
major sectors of the economy. This has to be mobilized from both domestic and external
sources.

23. The Second Year Development Ca~paign aims at tacklin~ these and other i~me~iate
problems, at laying the foundation for a further accelerated economic gro’~h, and at
strengthening the material and technical basis for socialist construction.
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C. DEVELOP!~ENT OBJECTIVE, PROGR~,[ES AND UTILISATION OF UNDP RESOURCES

24. ~ae Govermment of Socialist ~thio~ia is enga<ed in creating and restructuring

the institutional base for development in order to attain its declared policy
objectives. An essential element of this base is the machinery for planning. The

requests submitted for UNDP financing under this sector pertain to institution-

building and training within such agencies as the Development Projects Agency of the

CPSC, the }~hiopian Mapping Agency and the Central Statistical Office, all of which
are essential for building and consolidating the machinery of planning.

25. Assistance in the planning field is also recorded in the present programme
under other sectors, pertaining to land use for agriculture, food and agricultural

statistics, industry and health. Within the demographic field proper, the
Government is furthermore looking to the United Nations Fund for Population

Activities for substantial support, particularly in the preparations for carrying
out a population census, timed for the last quarter of 1981, as well as in the

statistical field in general. A UNFPA population needs assessment mission was

received in early 1980. As a further contribution from the United Nations system

in this area, UNICEF is being requested to support the establishment of a national
integrated household survey programme.

ONGOING PROJECTS

E Tl~_/75_/016_C__Stren~thening of the AID Bank

26. The project is phasing out and its only remaining component is training~

intended to strengthen or provide the manpower needed by the bank. Duration: 6

months

UNDP contribution: US $ 22,000 Government budget: EB 15,000

.ETH/_7...S/_O 0A _-. _P.r_0 J e____c_t_ ,..an_d. P.._r_o_@=.r_~_me_ _A_np=.lz.s.is.

27. ._~qe objective of the project is to provide assistance in project preparation;

it is olanned however to merge this activity in the prooosed new project to institute
central consultancy services. Duration: 6 months

UNDP contribution: US ~ lOh,O00 Government budget : EB 321,000

ETU/78/OI 6 - Stren=thening the h%hio.~ian T,.[anming A~encZ (Cartogranhy_ Training)

28. The ~<A is resoonsible for planning, co-ordinatin~ and implementing national

survey and mapping activities and geogranhic research. The cartographic nroducts

made available to the various economic sectors serve as a basis for development
planning, land use allocation, geological investigations, hydrological works and
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census preparations. The ongoing project is designed to overcome immediate manpower
constraints. In continuation of earlier bilateral assistance, additional resources
are also required to equip the Agency adequately for its tasks and to enable it to
satisfy the demand for its services. Duration: 3 years

UNDP contribution: US $ 1,033,000 Government budget: EB 34,000

 717_8! o _ d F i n an c i a i P1 a n n i n g_ ._,and :~¢a n_a~..m_ .en k. _{_gyAS !.

29. The purpose of the project is to improve national capacity and competence in
restructuring and developing fiscal and financial management systems, so as to make
them more responsive to the economic and social development process. This ongoing
activity will be phased out by early 1981. Duration: 15 months

UNDP contribution: US $ 52,000 Government budget: EB 32,000

NEW PROJECTS

Prolect Consultancz Services (CPSC)

30. The increased efficiency and returns on investment in all sectors which must
accompany the deployment of scarce resources require skilled manpower for
DreDaration and evaluation of investment projects. This is essential at both the
national level as well as in individual industries and can be achieved by providing
consultancy services to existing enterprises and for establishing new ones. It is
envisaged’that the Development Projects Agency, within the Central Planning Supreme
Council, would undertake this task,and eventually develop into an official consulting
body of the Government. Hence assistance is requested from UNDP to strengthen the
Department. Duration: 3 years

U~P contribution: US $ 620,000 Government budget: EB 321,000
i c_a] osf" (c.so!)

31. The CSO plans to develop a national statistical programme and to conduct a
n~er of surveys to fill data gaps in current economic, demographic and social
statistics. A core staff exists for the preparation and execution of the programme,
but there is a lack of experience in fully carrying out and processing such a
orogr~e, and the project will be designed to overcome the shortage of qualified
professional staff. Duration: 2 1/~’ears

U?~DP contribution: US $ 240,000 Government budget: EB I00,000

32. ~Zhiooia is a oredominantly agricultural country. The dominance of agriculture
in Ethiooia’s economy is illustrated by the fact that between 50-60 per cent of its
GDP is derived fr~n agriculture, that it provides employment for approximately 90
oer cent of the population, and that it contributes between 75-80 per cent of the
foreign exchange the country earns.
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33. The Government gives particular importance to the sector in its development
campaign. The main objectives of its agricultural policy are to increase food and
fibre production, accelerate awareness and participation of the agricultural
population in the process of socialization and development, fight desertification,
and integrate agriculture in a strong and unified national economy. In short,
having established a base for accelerated development through abolishing private
ownerships of land, the task ahead is modernizing the sector on the basis of
socialist principles.

3h. Within the framework of the National Revolutionary Dev~lopment Campaign, the
objectives of the government in this sector are to:

- reduce and eventually eliminate the food grain shortage and thereby
regain self-sufficiency in food grains;

- ensure an adequate and reliable supply of agricultural products
used as industrial raw materials;

- increase and improve the quality and quantity of exportable
agricultural products;

- ensure an adequate output of livestock and forestry products
required both for household consumption and industrial uses~

- undertake soil and water conservation measures; and
- organize agriculture on socialist principles.

35. The principal immediate goal is the elimination of the food grain shortage and
the Government foresees a substantial production increase of grain as a result of
the Campaign. The importance of developing seed varieties adapted to local conditions
provides the background to the Government’s sustained interest in agricultural
research.

36. Traditionally, most of the crop production has taken place in the highlands of
Ethiopia, but the opportunity for increasing production significantly in those areas
is limited. On the other hand, the valleys of Ethiopia offer considerable potential
for the development of both irrigated and rainfedagriculture at moderate costs;
priority attached to the development of irrigated agriculture. ~inilarly the need
to boost foreign exchange earnings explains the priority attached to coffee and tea
development. Much of the origin of the chronic food shortage which has affected the
country in recent years derives from the severe degradation of the agricultural
environment due to the prolonged drought which affected particularly the northern
and north-eastern administrative regions. Hence the priority attached to soil and
water conservation and reforestation measures.

37. As far as the livestock sub-sector development is concerned, Ethiopia has the
largest cattle herd in Africa and ample grazing lands. However, the high incidence
of cattle diseases and poor range management are symptomatic of past neglect in this
sector.
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ONGOING PROJECTS

ETH/T3/00h - Adviser in AKricultural Statistics

38. The project was designed to provide the Ministry of Agriculture with assistance in
formulating a long-term programme of food and agricultural statistics and in building
up an integrated system of food and agricultural statistics capable of meeting the
continued needs of policy-makers and planners in the field of agriculture.
Duration: 1 year

UNDP contribution: US $ 50,000 Government budget: EB 15,000

._ETH/7>_/021 c_.Development of veterinary. Field and Laboratory__S.e_rvices"

39. The project is intended to assist in developing field and laboratory veterinary
services in the three regions of Illubabor, Kafa and Wolega. Implementation has been
hampered by delay in the construction of the diagnostic laboratory, but achievements
in the field of rinderpest control and the preparatory work already undertaken hold
much promise. Duration: 3 years

UNDP contribution: US ~ 888,000 Government budget: EB 1,258,000

ETH/77/005 - Soil and Water Conservation

40. ~ne objective of the project, which beco.me onerational only recently, is to assist
the Agricultural Development Department of the ~inistry of ~riculture to build up,
through the training of technicians, a nation-wide progrsmme to arrest soil erosion
by applying appropriate conservation techniques for the orotection of land, and to
demonstrate to the local populs~ion that erosion prevention is a major factor in
efficient land utilization. Duration: 3 years

UNDP contribution: US $ 205,000 Government budget: ~ 512,000

E TjJ_77JO~OT_--.of~dvisor~L Services to Relief and ~ehabilitation Co~,ission

41. The development objective of the project is to strengthen the capacity of the
Relief and Eehabilitation Coranission in its programme development for the alleviation
or prevention of the effects of natural disaster and assist in the formulation,

c~ordination and mohitoring of rehabilitation progra~nes. Duration: 3 years

UNDP contribution: US $ 72,000 Government budget: VB 15,000

ETH/77/O14 - Coffee and Tea nevelpDF~ent

42. The objectives of the project are (i) the preparation and implementation 
coffee and tea development plans; (ii) formulation of production, stock, fiscal and
price policies; and (iii) development of a diversification programme, all of which
require an integrated system of data collection. Duration: 3 years

UNDP contribution: US $ 472,000 Government budget : EB 585,000
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43. The overall objective of the project is to assist the Plant Protection Division
of the Ministry of Agriculture in developing a programme for significantly reducing
grain losses by grain-eating birds. Duration: 3 years

UNDP contribution: US $ 371,000 Government budget: EB 143,000

EyH,/..if 8/002 ...7_ Ce_re al _s e e_d_.L.?r od_u_ct i_.o__m, and Oua! ity_ Control

44. The purpose of the project is to provide assistance in the field of seed
production and quality control, as a vital component for the development of the
agricultural sector, which is being given the highest priority for the production
of food. Duration: 3 years

UNDP contribution: US $ 345,000 Govermnent budget: EB 2,223,000

45. The lon~-term aim of the project is to develop national caoacities in land use
studies~ land use planning and lan~ a<ministration to serve the irmaediate and future
needs of an overall progr~%me for the optimal use of land, the country’s main natural
resource. Duration: 3 years

U?JDP contribution: U? ~ 1,659,000 Covermment budget: EB 2,700,000

46. The project ~rovides continued support to the Institute of Agricultural ~esearch
which started in early !9~E. With the current ~hase of technical assistance ending
in 19~3, the institution-buildin~ effort is expected to be completed. At the same

time, a determined effort will be made to link research with field extension activities
and to ensure that research prosra~.~.es are relevant to the needs of the peasants.
Duration : 3 years

UT~P contribution: US $ 3,038,000 qovermment budget: EB 27,470,000

47. The project is designed to establish a viable forestry research progr~e on a
national scale. This includes determinin~ the adaptability of tree species in different
bio-climatic zones so as to obtain criteria for the choice of s~ecies to be included
in afforestation progr~mmes. Duration 3 years

UNDP contribution: US $ 372,000 Government budget: EB 872,000

ETH/78/013 - Deve!o~ment of !rri~ated AKricu!ture

48. The project aims at the planned ootim~m utilization of river-basin water
resources for the development of irri~ated agriculture in two aress, Dabus and Lower
Omo, in line with the long-term objective to develo~ the a~ricultural potential of
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extensive areas which are currently under-exploited or idle for various reasons.
Duration: 2 1/2 years

UNDP con£ribution: US $ 1,776,000 Government budget: EB 916,000

ETH/79/007 - Planning and Implementation of LarKe-Scale Settlement (SMF/LDC)

49. This projects, which is a continuation of project ETH/7h/005 - Assistance to
Settlement, provides technical assistance to the Relief and Rehabilitation Commission
in connection with theplanning, co-ordination and implementation support to
Government’s resettlement programme vhich entails the settlement of up to h0,000
households per year. Duration: 3 years.

UNDP contribution: US $ 2,754,000 Government budget: EB 1,870,360

NEW PROJECTS

50. The objective of the project is to train staff for an accelerated programme of
rural development-based agrarian reconstruction, including the strengthening of peasant
associations and other related progr~mes. Duration: 18 months

U~[DP contribution: US $ 545,000 Government budget: EB 1,300,000

51. The objective of the project is to develop the capacity to collect, process
and analyse required data for development pl8nning, socio-economic policy
implementation and the establish~ent of national priorities in the agricultural
field. Such data are obtained from a variety of sources and agencies, and an
integrated system of processing all the information available is essential.
Duration: 3 years

UNDP contribution: US $ 1,340,000 Government budget: EB 8,421,000

D eov~lo~ment of Im~p r o ve d F a_r ~t _!_m~l_e_m~e nt S_

52. Ethiopian farmers use centuries-old and inefficient farm implements. This
results in wastage of energy and effort, low yield, poor quality products and
considerable pre-harvest and post-harvest losses. The objective of the project is
to develop better implements and to popularize their use. Duration: 2 years.

UNDP contribution: US ~ 650,000 Government budget: EB 1,000,000

(c) Natural Resources

53. A basic objective of the National Democratic Revolution is to explore Ethiopia’s
natural resources and establish industries based on these resources. Many of
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these natural resources have yet to be precisely located, their magnitude
assessed and the economic feasibility of their use determined. The importance of
water to the economy is also recognized. UNDP assistance is sought primarily in
the identification of economically exploitable natural resources as well as in the
extension of improved water supply throughout the country for agricultural as well
as domestic purposes.

5h. Like many other least developed countries, Ethiopia has been seriously affected
by the increase in petroleum prices over the last six years. This has reinforced
the Government’s determination to look for alternative sources of energy to contribute
to the national energy supply. The need for a comprehensive energy policy is
recognized, and UNDP support is foreseen in a project designed to provide the basic
data and analysis necessary to formulate such a policy. UNDP has a long history of
involvement in Ethiopia’s efforts to define and bring on stream its extensive
geothermal energy potential. This involvement will continue during the programme
period, in co-operation with the Commission of European Conununities, as will a
similar involvement in the mineral exploitation activities of the Institute for
Geological Survey, together with bilateral assistance from the USSR.

ONGOING PROJECTS

ETH/75/005 - Streng_theni____n ~ of the Ethiopian Water Resources Authorit[_ (#U~_U~A)

55. The objective of the project is to strengthen ~RA in the areas of planning,
water administration, water legislation, engineering and hydrology as well as to
effect organizational improvements. Two new components will be added to earlier
work: (a) studies on water conservation and utilization through the construction
of micro-dams; and(b) assistance to strengthen the Urban Water and Sewerage
Agency of the Authority. Duration: 3 years

UNDP contribution: US $ 2,077,000 Government budget: EB 2,700,000

ETH/77/006 - Regional Water Resources Development (Wollo)

56. The project is designed to contribute to the improvement of rural water supply
systems in the Wollo Region through the provision of water for human consumption,
animal watering and agricultural purposes. Six regional offices of the Water
Resources Authority, including the regional office in Wollo, are being established
as part of EWRA’s policy of decentralization, each of them receiving assistance
from various donor agencies. Duration: 2 years

UNDP contribution: US $ 3h2,000 Government budget: EB 3~2,000

ETH/77/020 - Rural WateL Su~!~_Operation and Maintenance Training--

57. The purpose of the project is to provide training for water pump operators,
mechanics, plumbers and welders for rural areas, as well as instructors who will
continue the training programme after the termination of the project.
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The training programme is being conducted under the auspices of ~rRA.
1 1/2 years

UNDP contribution: US $ 193,000 Government budget: EB

Duration:

120,000
ETzH/~71/5_37 u Stren_~thenins_ of the Geolog~.ical_ Surve~"

58. The aim of the project is to strengthen the Ethiopian Institute of Geological
Surveys with expertise and equipment in its geological maDping and assessment of the
mineral and water resources potential of the country. Duration: 3 years

UNDP contribution: US ~ 1,320,000 Government budget: EB 6,000,000

ETH/7C/007 - Development of Geothermal Resources

59. Based on earlier geophysical and geochemical prospection work, the stage has now
been reached where a drilling programme is to be carried out to verify and pinpoint
existing geothermal reservoirs. Drilling operations will be financed by the EEC, with
UNDP providing technical and management advisory services, as well as steel casings
for exploratory and production wells. Duration: 2 years

UNDP contribution: US ,~ 1,028,000 Government budget: EB 5,059,700
ETH/79/001 - Training_for Rural Flectrifieation Pros ra~e~

60. Ethiopian Electric Light and Power Authority (EELPA) is about to embark on 
comprehensive rural electrification programme, relying as far as possible on local
materials and personnel. The project is designed to assist in the training of the
personnel needed to construct high tension transmission lines and sub-stations. It
also provides for the training of instructional staff as well as administration
personnel. The project will be executed by the Government with EELPA as implementing
agency. Under a separate budget, the ILO will provide consultancy services to assist
EELPA in monitoring contractor performance. Duration: 2 years

UNDP contribution: US ~ 566,000 Government budget: EB l,h80,O00

ETH/78/026 - Stre~thening q_fMeteorolo~ical Services

61. The aim of the project is to train forecasters, meteorological data analysts as
well as technicians. In addition, the project provides for some consultancy services.
Duration: 18 months

U~P contribution: US $ 275,000 Government budget: EB ~lh,000

~ F~TH/79/0_ 08 - Addis Ababa Water and Sewera_y~ Authority_ (AAWSA)

62. AAWSA envisages animmediate investment programme for the improvement and
expansion of the water supply and sewerage systems in Addis Ababa, without which a
serious water shortage is forecast for the c~%pital in a few years’ time. The
present project is to implement the recommendations of a consultant firm in the
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area of management and operations, designed to enable the ~Ithority to carry out its
investment programme. Duration: 2 years

UNDP contribution: US ~ 700,000 Government budget: ~ 563,000

ETH/78/017 - Energy Survej[

63. The project aims at underts/<ing urban and rural energy surveys as an input for
the fonnulation of energy policy. The importance of this undertaking can be gauged
by the fact that 30-35 per cent of the country’s foreign exch~mnge earnings are devoted
to the importation of fossil fuels, mainly for the industry and transport sectors,
constituting about h per cent of ~hiopia’s total energy requirements. The project
will also establish pilot plants to determine the viability of biogas, solar and wind
energy resources. Duration: 3 years

UNDP contribution: US $ 564,000 Government budget : EB 398,900

NEW PROJECTS

Feasibility studies for hydro-electric micro-plants

64. Site investigation and feasibility study for micro-hydro electric plants for
localities too remote to be served from the inter-connected system of the Ethiopian
Electric Light and Power Authority (EELPA), to substitute, replace or supplement
diesel plants which require imported fuel for their operation. Duration: 2 years

UNDP contribution: US $ 426,000 Government budget: EB 84,500

(d) Education and culture

65. In the past the educational system was elitist catering only to the privileged
few in the urban sectors. As a result there are severe manpower shortages at all
levels of qualification, and in all sectors. At present, there are 4,800 primary
schools with about 29,000 teachers and 807 secondary schools with Just over 7,600
teachers. These schools are providing education to approximately l.h million pupils.
This leaves over Ii million children under 15 years of age without access to educa-
tion.

66. The Government of Socialist Ethiopia is furthermore concerned with restructuring
the ill-adapted curricula mud progrmmmes of education inherited from the previous
regime and which are at the root of the general under-development of the country, and
the inequality of opportunity between classes and regions. The prevailing acute
shortage of trained manpower is one of the major bottle-necks of the Government in its
effort to restructure the general socio-economic conditions of the country.
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67. The Government is thus engaged in an effort to expand educational opportunities,
to redress imbalances, to make educational content relevant to Revolutionary Ethiopia,
to escalate the national literacy campaign, and to increase the output of manpower
required for the promotion of the country’s socio-economic development. The role of
education during the National Fevolutionary Development C~mpaign is to create the
educational infrastructure necessary to achieve the targets in the overall development
planninc. A second objective is to mobilize and co-ordinate through popular organiza-
tions, the participation of all literate members of the society at regional, sub-regio-
ns l, district and co,unity (Kebeie) levels to combat illiteracy.

68. The preservation of the diverse cultural heritage of Ethiopia remains an important
oriority. This is reflected in the use of the vernacular languages as teaching media,
as well as in the concern for the preservation of Ethiooia’s unique historical
monuments. Preservation and restoration of these monuments has been assisted by UNDP
and U~[ESCO; in co-operation with UNESCO an international campaign is to be launched for
the safe-guarding of Ethiopia’s cultural heritage, and the Govermment wishes to
continue this activity which aims to build up technical and administrative capacity
to handle such a campaign.

ONGOING PROJECTS

ET~ 8/021 ~ducstion Man ower Develo ment

69. The i~mediate task of the project is to upgrade 1,400 teachers through in-service
training to fill the requirements at the lower level in secondary schools. In
addition, it is to evaluate the upgrading mechanism as a means of securing manpower

in the education system. Duration: 20 months

UNDP contribution: US $ 132,000 Government budget: EB 1,342,700

70, .~he project will assist the Educational Materials Production and Distribution
Agency in expanding the local production of school equipment and teaching materials.
A central workshop,will be established in Addis Ababa for the production of science
equipment for educational units. Production units will also be created in secondary
schools in each of seven administrative regions forthe production of basic school

furniture and hand tools. Duration: 1 1/2 years

U~P contribution: US $ 461,000 Government budget: EB 1,640,780

71. The project will assist the College of Teacher Education at Kotebe in integrating
technical and practical aspects in the education Drogr~me to make graduates conversant
with oarticular trades such as metalwork, electricity, woodwork, etc. The project is
to est~folish ooerational workshops, provide equipment and tools for the successful
implementation of the progrsmuue. Duration: 2 years

..... D .... 350~000 Government budget: 1,700~000.~L~J+ contribution: US ~ EB
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ETH/77/016 - A~_ of_~_e~.0/~.y-

72. The project is an element in the efforts to reform and expand primary educsiion,
to reorient curricula, to step up in-service teacher training, and to introduce adult
and mass education programmes. The project is of three years’ duration and located
with the Academy of Pedagogy at Bahr-Dar, an institution concerned with the training
of teacher educators and in-service training of school

principals, supervisors, teachers and
development workers. Duration: 3 years

~DP contribution: US $ 1,180,000 Government budget: EB 2,000,000

ETH/74/014 - Preservation of Historical Sites and ~4onuments

73. The objective is to build up an administrative and technical infrastructure,
within the Ministry of Culture, able to maintain and restore as necessary Ethiopia’s
unique historical monuments. A proper organizational and technical base for such
preservationactlvities is particularly essential in view of the UNESCO Conference
resolution calling for an international aampaign in favour of the country’s cultural

heritage. Duration: 1 1/2 years

UNDP contribution: US $ 261~000 Government budget: EB 300,000

ETH/77/026 - Mass Education ProEramme

7h. The mass education programme was initiated to provide access to education of the
rural population and in particular, deprived and neglected communities. ~e project
is due to terminate in 1979 after an assessment by an evaluation mission. The
innovative approach of the basic education programme has proved useful and effective
in areas where no regular educational facilities exist, encouraging community self-
help by utilizing local manpower and resources. The evaluation will assess the result
of ongoing mass education activities and assist in designing future United Nations
system support in this area. Duration: 3 years

UNDP contribution: US $ 219,000 Government budget: EB h0,000

(e) Health

75. Public health services in Ethiopia have so far been extended to only 15 per cent
of the population concentrated in and around centres. The Govermment is making
efforts to improve the health conditions of the population by increasing the alloca-~
tion of resources to the health sector, creating new institutions at regional and
community levels, consolidating and reorienting existing health services. However,
much remains to be done to combat major health problems, such as co~n~uoicable
diseases which comprise 80 per cent of the major diseases in the country, and
nutritional deficiencies which are crucial to the overall enhancement of the health
status of the population. It is also intended to establish effective health services
delivery system from central to connunity levels.



76. The objective of the National Revolutionary Develooment Campaign in the health
sector is to produce expanded primary health care and particularly to rural
co~munities. The Basic Health Services Department of the T~inistry of Health has
established several Divisions that would deal with mother and child health (~CH),
expanded programme of immunization (EPI) and other aspects for the delivery 
primary health care. Furthermore, the Government strives to strengthen the existing
health services delivery structures at central, regional, sub-regional and district
levels, as well as to establish new health centres and health stations. The training
and involvement of community health agents and traditions1 birth attendants selected
from popular organizations in local communities is aimed at forming a link between
grass-root health services delivery and district level health stations. These actions
serve the purpose of strengthening the machinery for health services planning,
prevention and control of communicable diseases, eradication of malaria and the
training of required health personnel at various levels.

77. Increased co-operation among United Nations and bilateral agencies for the
provision of assistance to various development programmes is planned during the
1980-1982 period. One example is a projected interagency mission comprised of UNFPA
UNICEF, WHO and SIDA for the purpose of d~veloping an aid package and operational
plans for MCH and primary health care requirements in the country.

ONGOING PROJECTS

ETH/68/023 - Health Plannin~_

78. UNDP has provided assistance in this sector for a n~mber of years, with
advisory services, assisting the Government to strengthen the health planning
machinery, particularly in the collection, compilation and analysis of data to
assist decision-making at policy levels. Project activities are now being phased
out, except for support in certain progrs~ming and engineerin~ aspects of physical
health structures, as well as training. Duration: 1 year

U)~P contribution: US $ 115,000 Government budget: EB 897,000

79. The project ~;as initiated in 1978 with the vie~.,~ to strengthenin~ the national
health laboratory services for the effective control of communicable diseases and
environmental health as well as for the reorganization of the Central Laborato~x and
~esearch Institute. The establishment of training progra,umes for laboratory technic-
ians and the strengtheninz of the supervisory role of the Central Laborato_~.r stud
Research Institute to the national health laboratory network are imoortsmt aspects of
the project’s activities. Duration: 2 1/4 years

UNDP contribution: U2 ~ 545,000 Government budget: EB 765,000
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ETH/78/023 - Traditionsl Yedieine

80. The project is intended to incorporate traditional drugs, medical ~ractices and

practitioners into the ~eneral network of nation~ health services in an orcanized

and rational manner. Its main objective is to expand the use of traditional health

~ractiees and to establish a national co-ordinating office within the ~inistry of
Health to co-ordinate research and feasibility studies. Project activities will
commence in 1980. Duration: 3 years.

UNDP contribution: US ~ h40,000 Government budget: EB 83,000

81. T11e project was initiated in 1972 to deal with health ~rob!ems that might ensue

as a result of agricultural and industri~ development in the Awash Valley. The
project is now to extend its services to other areas, widenin~ its sco~e to cover

the major valleys of Ethiopia being developed under the aegis of the Valleys
Agricultural Development Authority (VADA). Duration: 3 years.

UNDP contribution : US $ 5h4,000 Covernment budget : EB 952,000

82. The project is intended to assist the Faculty of Technology of the Addis Ababa

University in the exoansion and consolidation of the Sanitary Engineering Department,

for the purpose of overcoming the acute shortase of skilled and trained manpower in
the various disciplines of sanitary engineering, environmental health and sanitary,

controls. Duration: 2 1/2 years.

U~$DP contribution: US $ 3~;0,000 Government budget ¯ EB 42~ ,000

83. The objective of the project is to study problems relatinK to the disr, osal of

solid ~.:aste in Addis Ababa and to launch the operation of a viable .disFosa! system.
Duration : I I / ,years.

’2

~,.mo. contribution: US ~ i~.00O 3overnment bua,~t: ~S ::o0.000

<Tv/7,)/OO&. - Comm~mica!"le Diseases Control Services (CDC)

,.~ ~" ~-~e nroject is to strengthen the T~,C division ,-~t~i~ the~,h. The objective o.: ,~. . .........
:.,.ini~_

~ _..~ ~_ .. ¯ ~. +~,
..~ry of }:ea3.t}~ for the creation o. ~n e~,ec~’e r:.~l~.~ delivezu<..,~’r~+;,’~’ ..... and for

the . "~ ’~’: ’~ of " 7:-:e ~mojeet is to¯ ozcv_ .... o;~ -,-uH-~m-~’-~ }:ea].t]~ care to the rural T-orulat~on.

i,-:,te~rate the rr,an~ower and material resources of the Smallnox ~radication Frost,s:me
(S~:~) " ,- .~_ ~ ~,,~ . ~ . . .....zn±tl .... e] in :s ~ ....._~, ~i. :~thioT’ia has i-een declared s<~a_~l-=~o> free ~h~ o~,~ hr~,s

l:een ~’~" ~" " out snd the ’-’P~ ~HII ..... the ~vn 7~ro~ect ...............,~a.:e] ..~.~., _ s,0~:,or~ ~ ..... -+~,~-~e and ~-"< ’ on t]’e

ex~er~<~.c of zts.~a+ ....... 7!oide~iolo~:’c~Q surveillance ~nd anal-rszs of d~,~a for

..... ,~ he o~zen~,~:~,,~ec Duration: I................ /2 years.

co.~ ..... ~ .,u ....... ~ : ., ) ,3overn::er..t :;ud~’et : 3 ~4~. , ..... ~..
q"5 ~’~" (-~::rlz:-c)



(f) Social and labour affairs

85. The unemployed and destitute, prostitutes, orphaned children, mentally and
physically handicapped, and the old are among the social problems existing in
Ethiopia. The oppression arising from the economic system of feudal Ethiopia, the
displacement of the rural population caused by the expansion of private mechanized
farming, and the attraction of emplo~nent opportunities, however limited, offered
by industries in the major cities, contributed to the large influx of population
from the rural areas to the cities. The lot of women was compounded by the fact that
not being o~mers of property, their only alternative, upon divorce, was to flock to
the cities in search of employment.

86. The feudal regime did not take measures to mitigate these social problems. The
nature of the system and the low level of the country’s economic development made it
impossible to tackle them through unemployment benefits, orohanages or homes of the
aged. The National Democratic Revolutionary Programme gives due emphasis to the
protection of the working class, patriots, to the rehabilitation of the disabled, the
handicapped and the destitute. ~ne Government has already taken several measures direc-
tly or indirectly reducing the magnitude of these social problems, but the stage of
national development, the scarcity of data regarding the extent and nature of the

~oblem have limited further action. Furthermore, organizational and manpower require-
ments needed to morally convert, to rehabilitate and retrain prostitutes, lumpen, etc.
for productive activities, are enormous.

87. The need for a systematic approach is further dictated by the ever-expanding
size of the working class, the need for providing it with healthy working conditions
and security, to ensure systematic and efficient operation of government-owned
enterprises~in areas of production, distribution and marketing. The assistance
requested from UNDP under this heading includes the systematization of pension
schemes and the strengthening of the National Productivity Centre, which is entrusted
with the responsibility Of providing the necessary management and shop-floor skills

in state enterprises.

ONGOING ACTIVITIES

88. UNDP is providing assists~ce to the NPC in its efforts to meet the demand for
managerial and technical personnel and to provide consultsncy services to the various
state-owned industrial enterprises. Project activities started in 1978 and
additional assistance is requested for strengthening the NPC to enable it to
expand its activities for thedevelopment of industrial manpower. Duration: 3 years.

UNDP contribution: US $ 1,495,000 Government budget: EB 3,000~000
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ETH/75/043 - Rehabilitation of the Disabled

89° The project was designed to elaborate a national rehabilitation policy and
guidelines which will provide a framework for the long range development of the
rehabilitation programmes. In addition a manpower development plan for training
technical and administrative staff is to be produced. Duration: 3 years

~NDP contribution: US $ 132,000 Government budget: EB II0,000

ETII/75/028 - Public Service Pension and Social Security_

90. The expanded objectives and coverage of the pension scheme, which now includes
pension as well as employment injury benefits, necessitate effective planning and
implementation of the Government’s comprehensive programme in this sector. Duration:
3 years

UNDP contribution: US $ 150,000 Government budget: EB 91,000

N~ PROJECTS

Labour Ins2ect ion Services

91. The objective of the project is to enable the ~inistry of Labour to carry out
its labour inspection responsibilities which include legal services concerning
working conditions, health and safety of the workers. Duration: 3 years

UNDP contribution: US $ 500,000

(g) T!an$/p rt a.ndcommuni c at ions

Government budget: EB 126,000

92. Ethiopia is a large mountainous country with a limited network of roads and
railways, and the distances involved make investment in this sector onerous for
the economy. Despite the relatively large investment the Government is alloca-
ting to this sector, a greater part of the country remains inaccessible, thus
reducing the mobility of goods and people.

93. Although the post-revolution period has witnessed a major effort on the part
of the Government to provide basic services, and to mobilize the rural population
for development purposes, the limitations of the communication network has
prevented better results. O~¢ing to the magnitude of the task the role of UIQP
and of other funding agencies, bilateral as well as multilateral, to improve the
situation by providing the necessary resources is essential.

94. The proclmmation of the Decade for Transport and Communications in Africa lends
particular significance to development in this sector. Within UNDP’s regional
programme, support for training activities in the civil aviation field and for
the harmonization of the continental telecommunications network are relevant to
the national progrs~me and projects. Various bilateral aid agencies continue to
support the programme of road construction, especially in rur~l areas.
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Continued support from the UNCDF is also being sought in this regard. The more
widespread use of labour-intensive construction methods will be developed in
parallel with a project of feeder road building under an IB]KD loan.

95. Also recorded under the transport sector is a logistics support project
f~anced from the Soecial Measures Fund, for the transportation of food-for-work
and relief grain as weel as other non-commercial cargo. As a result of an inter-
national appeal, 168 heavy duty vehicles (with 123 trailers) were donated for this
purpose by bilateral and multilateral aid agencies and non-governmental organiza-
tions. This vehicle fleet, organized as an emergency transport unit, has materially
eased the trmusportation bottleneck that developed in 1977-1978.

ONGOING PROJECTS

ETH/77/019 - Civil Aviation Traininsa

96. The project is designed to enable the Civil Aviation Authority to discharge its
responsibilities, particularly in areas of maintenance and operation of air naviga-
tion facilities and services. These include engineering, flight safety, plans and
,policies, and administration. The main components of the project are the provision

of fellowships and equipment. Duration: 1 1/2 years

UNDP contribution: US $ 405,000 Government budget: EB 655,000

ETI~/77/021 - Postal Services Trainil!~

97. The objective of the project, which is phasing out, is to provide trained man-
power so as to enable the ~hiooian Postal Services to operate efficiently and
effectively. T,~inor additional training funds are needed. ’Duration: 2 years

U~DP contribution: U~ ~ 30,000 Government budget: ~ 21,000

ETH/78/019 - Rural Road Construction

98. The project aims at improving the technical implementation capacity of rural
road construction brigades and maintenance units, so as to accelerate the hitherto
neglected rural roads development and to maximize the benefits from investments
already made in trunk roads. The project components comprise equipment and the
provision of expert and consultancy services. A fellowship training programme for
f~ty-five staff engaged in rural road construction is also envisaged. Duration:

2 1/2 years

UNDP contribution: US $ 540,000 Government budget: EB 700,000

Lii_i ..... ..... ¯ i~.T~./77/0~5 - Loglst c and Technical Support for Food Aid Transport (S~/LDC)

99. This support project is devised to facilitate the organization and operation of
an "emergency transport unit" within the National Transoort Corporation. A~art
from moving non-commercial cargo, such as food-for-work grain and relief supplies,
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the project vehicle fleet transports export commodities back to port. The project
will set up a workshop and operational base, as well as a network of regional
stations to supervise transport operations. Duration: 1 1/2

U~P contribution: US $ 550 Government budget: EB 402,000

i00. The objective of this pilot project is to extend telecommunications facilities
to remote areas and integrate them with the existing micro-wave radio system. In
systematizing the national telecommunicaitons network, the project which is nearing
completion has demonstrated an effective alternative to the costly services currently
utilized by both government and non-government sectors. In addition, it will
rationalize the utilization of the presently congested HC radio spectrum by
estgolishing an integrated national radio telephone service. Duration: g months

_,,E,, PROJECTS

771e c_o~ ~mun i_e_at i o_ns Sya inj_n_g_ In2} i tut e-

1Ol. The Telecommunications Training Institute, established in 1953 with ITU
assistance, has plsyed a key role in the development of Pthiopia’s telecommunication
services, in providing pre-service traininc mainly for basic and medim~ skills. In-
service training needs at medimm and advanced levels }]ave however become increasingly
pressing, particularly in the light of rapidly evolving technologies. It ~ill
therefore be necessary to upgrade the YDstitute to cater for the new requirements.
~ration: 2 years

UNDP contribution: US ~ 878,000 Covernment budget: FB 1,233,000

(h)

Industry_and comm_erce-

102. The industrial (manufacturing) sector which Revo!utionary ~hiopia inherited
from the fallen feudo-bourgeois regime is still very modest in ScoPe, contributing
only 5-6 per cent to the gross domestic product; if the share of handicrafts and
small-scale industries is included, the figure is about I0 oer cent. The structure
of production, which is heavily biased in favour of light consumer goods, testifies
to its low level of development; intermediate and producer goods industries hardly
exist. It is inward-looking in the sense that virtually all production is destined
for the domestic market, participation in the export trade being minimal. ’~ost
industrial establishments have obsolete and poorly-kept machinery and manifest a
high degree of dependence on imported raw materials, intermediate goods ~nd spare
parts.
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103. Despite these difficulties, industrial performance in the past few years has
been very encouraging, given also the additional problems of the necessity for the
country to fight wars of aggression as well as internal and external reactionary
forces. The d~nand for industrial goods has been rising rapidly as a result of the
income redistribution measures introduced by the revolutionary government,
especially the rural and urban land redistribution and improved labour laws. This
imbalance between supply and demand has expressed itself in the market by shortages
of several essential commodities.

104. The main objectives of the Campaign with regard to the industrial sector are:

- to increase the production of industrial commodities required
for the campaign%

- to increase the output of essential consmner goods required for
satisfying the needs of the broad masses of the population, as well as
the production of manufactured articles for exnort~

- to assist craftsmen and small-scale industries to increase their
production; and

- to lay the foundations for lon~-term industrial development.

105. With respect to foreign trade, UNDP assistance involves institution-building.
Foreign trade is one Of the four priority sectors of the Development Cs:r~paicn, and
there is a need for experienced professional manpower to systematize and orient
ooerations in accordance ~ith national develonment objectives. The general
objectives of the Govermv.ent in the ares of trade are:

- the increase and proper utilization of foreicn exchange earnings!
- She strengthenin~ of state and other ~ublic trading organizations ~ith

a view to making their participation effective; and
- the regulation and control of private sector participation in trade°

ONGOING PROJECTS

106. The project is to assist the }[inistry of Industry (i) to raise performance 
existing state enterprises and (ii) to identify, develop and evaluate priority
industrial projects. It provides for expertise, eonsultancy services~ fellowship
training and equipment. The obsolete condition of existin~ manufacturi~{~ pla~t and
the range of technical problems which arise from time to time Justify the alioc:~tion
of additional resources. Duration: 3 Fears

UNDP contribution: US $ I ~122,000 Govern~lent bud6et : E~ 606 ~000

ETH/77/018 - Handicraft and Small-Scale Industries Develoo~ent

107. The purpose of the project~ w?~ich started in 1978, is to stre~zt~e~ the }<~r~di~
crafts and ~emall-gcale lndllstrTes Development Acency (HASIDi) by trai~in~ its sDaff
and assistin~ it in the oromotion of handicrafts and small-scale industries~
especially with regar~ to~ (a) project indentification and preparation~
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(b) improved production methods (appropriate technology); (c) marketing and 
supplies; and (d) promotion of co-operatives. Duration: 3 years

UNDP contribution: US ~ 1,800,000 Government budget: EB 886,000

108. The purpose of the project is to carry out a survey of the textile industry
resulting in a study with recommendations on the measures required to improve the
efficiency of the industry° The survey is being undertaken by a consultant firm
and started in June 1979. From the total UNDP contribution of US ~ 132,500, about
half has already been disbursed in 1979. Duration: 1 year

UNDP contribution: US ~ 60,000 Government budget: EB i0,000

109. The project aims at providing comprehensive suoport to the leather and leather
products industries~ in place of earlier assistance which was modest in scope,
dispersed, end hence had little impact.. The current project, which started in
1979, aims at increasing the cs©acity of the National Leather and Shoe Corporation
in utilizing the large supply of local hides and skins and in improving the quality
of tanneries ~ud shoe products. Duration: 3 years

U~P contribution: US S 1,455,000 OoverrLment budget: EB 1,941,000

ii0. The Ethiopian Standards Institute (ESI) was created in 1976 for the purpose
of introducing and promoting standardization and quality control in industrial
production as well as to develoo and enforce a national weights and measures
programme in Ethiopia. Assistance is being orovided by UNDP to strengthen the
capacity of the ESI to regulate standards and to control product quality. Project
activities will commence in 1980. Further UNDP resources to the ESI are requested
for setting up a ~ational Metrology Centre which will be fully integrated in the
Institute. (See project under Science and Technology Sector). Duration: 3 years

UNDP contribution: US $ 1,321,000 Government budget: EB l,lh2,000

ETH/77/010 - Strengthening of the Foreign Trade Sector

iii. Project activities started in 1978, reflecting a general approach to foreign
trade issues. However, with the establishment of the new Ministry of Foreign Trade
in mid-1979, it has become necessary also to give attention to the commodity,
territorial and institutional structure of foreign trade, and to advise on parti-
cular aspects of trade negotiations, whether multilateral or bilateral. In addition,
the project will be revised to assist the Ministry in familiarizing staff with
various systems of purchasing, packaging, transportation and pricing, with the
rationalization of import procurement~ the monitoring of commodity trade and prices,
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and with the organization of seminars and symposia, for which experts and finance
are requested. Duration: 3 years

UNDP contribution: TS ~U~_ e 847,000 Goverm~lent budget: to be determined

~,~ PROJECTS

S__uh<s e_%toyaA _S uTyeys

112. The structural transformation of the industrial sector is an important
objective which will be pursued with greater determination in the years ahead.
The surveys are to provide a comprehensive appraisal of the present status of the
engineering and chemical sub-sectors, identify possibilitiesfor their future
development and formulate appropriate strategies and plaDs to accelerate their
expansion. Duration: 7 months

~DP contribution : US

~.<l.ot_ f.o~Am

205 ~000 Government bud:Tet : ..... 20,0O0

~la. The growinf~ demand for castings for s~are ~arts manufacture cannot be satis-
..~le~ due to the v~r~,_ ,, limited scale of present castings production. The ~rinci,nal
oI)stacles affectin7 the develo;0~ent of fore, dry industry are lack of s],i!ied labour
~ ,~ ~’.,, < .....-e~m~l cadres, and Droner facilities for vocational training. The assistance
envisa,-ed~ includes ~oralnzn~" " - of ~o~.-~’~-7 ca,~.res, provision of expertise and

equi~r,~ent. Duration :~_° i/~, ~ve~’s .....
&_

ULDP contri~)ution : Ue :~ 454,000 Ooverrz:ent budget : EB 199,000

’fini-~t eel Plant

o~ ~ existi-~~se,~ on .~ reports on the deoos~t of iron ores and lignite, there is
need to , ~ ~ ~", un .... r~a=~e a comprehensive techno-economic study of the feasibility of

piz-iron production based on the £irect reduction crocess. The stu@~.~ should ~rovide
a first appraiss~ of the suitability of local iron ores, lignite, limestones, etc.
to be used in the reduction process: costs of exploitation, demand, minimum size
productivity of the plant s~d its requirements. Duration: 6 months

o~D_ contribution: U~ ,~ 55,000 ~overnment budget: EB I:8,000

Buildin~ Materials Research Centre

115. The objective of the project is to devise a~proDriate and economical sWssti-
tutes for imported bui!din~ materials. The tyme of assistance required is for
institution building, organizational arrangements, equipment and traininR.
..Duration: 2 1/2 years.

UNDP contribution: US,., ~ 900,000 qovermment budget: EB 274,000



(i) £ciqnce and_ t_e_chnolo~z

116. In the past, the feudo-bourgeois regime allowed development and modernization
to be determined by outside interests that dominated trade, aid and technological
transfer. This stake of affairs was not conducive to bringing about self-sustainin~
growth, nor was it able to provide for the well-being of the population, in particu-
lar the rural population. A major disadvantage in this approach was that moderniz-
ation mechanisms were not integrated with the economy~ in fact, this has been a
principal factor underlying the considerable inequality in income and life--style
between urban and rural populations.

117. To rectify this situation, the Covernment established in 1975 the Science and
Technology Com~ission, and the Commission for Higher Education in 1977. These
Co~Jnissions were entrusted with the responsibility of buildin~ up national capabilit[¢
and of adopting technology appropriate to ~hio~ia’s needs. In the context of
current socialist development efforts~ science and technoloc’T are instruments pro--
riding for the accelerated socio-economic develooment of the countruf. Nssentially,
this entails the development of suitable technology in all areas, through the
improvement_ of skills, adsi~ting~ . them to exist~n~,, material resources as well as to
potential resources for the production of goods servin~z basic needs.

i18. ~’,Yithin this fra~e~.7ork, interaational ail is requestec~ orimari!y for the purpose
of develo~oing h~an skills simultaneously ~¢it}~ rese2rch and development in order to
promote appropriate technolo.~y and the capability of the country to maintain self-
sustaining ..... DroF~ress in the science and technolo<¢ sohere. To this end, u....,~,r is
being requested to assist in setting up a centre for the transfer of technoiosy: in
the integration of traditional medicine into the basic health services: the applica-
tion of nuclear techniques in combattin~5 animal diseases, research and extension in
asri culture.

ONGOING ~-~,Q.T~’Cmc

119. The project is designed to held devise lo~-cost irri~ation and water supply
systems to rural co~unities, through appropriate technology, and to contribute to
a fuller use of water resources for the betterment of living conditions in rural
areas. Research has concentrated on low-cost handDumDs and windmills: for certain
catecories of pmmps, field testing has been comoleted and the feasibility of their
manufacture has been examined. ~ration: 3 years

UNDP contribution: US :~ 292,000 C-overm~ent budget: EB 900,000
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ETH/77/001 - Centre for Transfer of Techn_olog~_

120. The development objective of the project is to reduce the economic dependency
of the country and to alleviate both external and internal constraints to economic
development through the strengthening of Ethiopia’s technological capacity, by
improving the terms on which it acquires technology and by developing an indigenous
technological capacity in line with the orientation of the national pattern of
economic and social development. Duration: 3 years

UNDP contribution: US $ 570,000 Government budget: EB ~52,000

ETH_fJA/O05 - Application of Nuclear Techniques in Animal Sciences

121. ~ne objective in this sub-sector is to improve the quantity and quality of
animal production. The project is aimed at introducing nuclear techniques in
controlling animal diseases. Duration: 1 i/2 years

UNDP contribution" US ~ 268,000 Government budget : EB 297,000

N~ PROJECTS

122. To increase industrial capacity and quality of products as well as protecting
the interests of the consumer, advanced measurement and calibration techniques are
needed~ The project is intended to strengthen the Ethiopian ~tandards Institute
by creating a national metrolo6D~ centre as an integral part of ESI. Duration: i year

UNDP contribution: U~ $ 450,000 Goverm~aent budget: to be determined
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Annex I

Resources taken into account for oro~rammin~

A Resources available

(a) !PF for 1977-1981 cycle

(b) Tentative 1982 resources a_/

(c) Less over-expenditure of resources
from 1972-1976 cycle

(d) Less expenditures for 1977, 78, 79

Provision for adequate programming

Total resources taken into account
for progra~ing

42 000 000

8 400 ooo

z 258 ooo

33 695 000

___! .9#A..PPQ_

Do ~17 oon

B Use of resources 2_rg.gramzmd (all sectors)

(a) Ongoing projects

(b) New projects included in the
country programme

Total resources programmed

32 831~ 000

......Z 75A .P~£
40 ~17 ooo

s/ Equivalent to 1/5 of current cycle
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C A nnua!_.~" buti9 n p f p.r oE> r am~m e_~Z seCt OZ_

Economic and social
policy and planning 617 554 900 2 071 5

Agriculture, forestry
and fisheries 4 6oo 4 517 2 671 11 788 29

7 32l 18

2 dO3 6

2 858 7

Natural resources

Education and culture 1 093 937 573

Health 1 132 1 029 697

Labour management,
employment and
social affairs 650 927 700 2 277 6

Transport and
communications 445 777 678 1 900 5

Industry.and
international trade 2 931 2 686 2 602 8 219 20

Science and technology

TOTAL

340 490 750 1 580 h

14 863 14 741 ll 013 20 617 100



Annex II

Development Assistance by Sector from the United Nations Development System
other than UNDP - 1978

Project title Source of Costs Objectives/Activities
assistance

AGRICULTURE

ETH/77/C/31 ~DP/UNCDF
Seed cleaning, storage and other structures

TCP/ETH/67/01
Valleys Agricultural Development Authority

Livestock development

78/HA/ETH/AG/I, 2, 3 and h

FAO/TCP

IBRD/ADB

UNHCR

EDUCATION

Pre-school, primary teacher training,
and curriculum development

HEALTH

Hospital planning and administration

UNICEF

WHO

Maintenance and repair of medical
equipment

WHO

Services for pharmaceutical and
environmental health

Public health services

WHO

WHO

1 993

.260 000

1 450 000

705 000

458 ooo

46 8oo

64 800

108 600

28 ooo

Assistance to the Ministry of Agriculture for the
construction of storage and other structures

Formulation of indicative programme for
development of Ethiopian valleys

Livestock development programme in Hararghe

Purchase and distribution of seeds and hand
tools for displaced populations

Assistance in cash for transport and supplies

Anaesthesiologyconsultant for 6 m/m. Supplies
and equipment for Min. of Health, training abroad

i technical officer for 12 m/m. Supplies and
equipment, fellowships, local cost, technocentre
Addis Ababa

Supplies and equipment, local costs for techno-
centre in Ministry of Health. Training abroad

MCH expert for 12 m/m.
for Ministry of Health

Supplies and equipment



Annex II (cont’d.)

Project title Source of
assistance

Costs Objectives/activities

HEALTH (contd.)

Medical education, incl. fellowships
abroad and production of teaching
materials

Malaria control

WHO

WHO

239 900

l~8 ooo

2 advisers for 12 m/m each and i consultant for 6
m/m. Supplies and equip., fellowships, grant-in-
aid to Medical School, Addis Ababa University and
Ministry of Health

2 health advisers for 12 m/m each. Supplies and
equipment ; fellowships ; local cost to Malaria Control
Programme for Ministry of Health

Schistosomiasis control

Expanded immunization

National Health Laboratory Development

Drugs and vaccines

NATURAL RESOURCES

Improvement of rural water supply

RELIEF ACTIVITIES

Miscellaneous

WHO

WHO

WHO

WHO

UNICEF

UNHCR

ii0 200

I00 300

262 i00

35 000

h90 000

3 276 750

i malacologist for 12 m/m. Supplies and equip.,
fellowships; local costs grant-in-aid for
Pathobiology Institute, Addis Ababa University

Supplies and equip; local costs to Min. of Health

i virologist attached to the Central Lab. and
Research Institute; supplies and equipment

Emergency supply for Relief and Rehab. Comm.

Well drilling, well digging and training of
mechanics and pump attendants; supplies, equip.
transport in cash and technical assistance

Purchase and distribution of cloth, vehicles,
kerosene lamps, local transport, brick-making machines,
etc. to displaced populations in Hararghe, Bale
and Sidamo


